Fitzgerald, Director of Union, Accepts Provost Appointment For University of Pittsburgh

At Iowa for 18 Years Position Effective

Prof. Walter R. Fitzgerald, director of the school of fine arts, will take up his duties at the University of Pittsburgh in February. It was announced yesterday by President H. R. Pomeroy. He has been on the University of Pittsburgh faculty for 18 years.

Seamen Battle Sharks

13 of Crew Are Killed in 32-Hour Fight Against Sea Off Virginia Coast

By CARTER LOWANCE

Pembroke, Mass., April 13 (AP) - Fourteen sailors were killed here today and four were wounded in an attack by Japanese submarines which won the life of the crew of an American patrol boat. The body of one of the dead sailors was washed ashore yesterday.

May Withdraw From Brussels Peace Party

Doddleher, Last Of Brady Clan, Pleads Guilty

Washington, D.C., April 13 (AP) - Augustus Doddleher, brother-in-law of the late Isaac M. John, former First Lady, was sentenced today to six months in the District Court for bankruptcy fraud.

Nanking Exodus Under Way As Chinese Defense Weakens

By JAMES A. MILLER

United Press, April 13 (AP) - Nanking, capital of war-torn China, was under way today as the Chinese government system reached its last days of defense.

Active Electorisation Starts For Polling To Choose High Chief Of Soret Union

By W. E. S. WOOLSEY

The first of the presidential elections is to be held on April 16, 1947, according to the schedule announced by the Soret Union, a political party which advocates the unification of the African states.

Fourth Annual Iowa City Lions Club Auto Show Opens At S. U. J. Fieldhouse Tonight
Doctors Work Together Now To Eradicate Dreaded Disease

**“Coffee Shop, Under New Management!”**

**Doctors Work Together Now To Eradicate Dreaded Disease**

Dr. Logan, Cincinnati Med., M.D.

I said yesterday that the great advance in the treatment of cancer has come about because we can now kill the disease directly with chemicals, and not in the way of the past through operation, radiation, and the like. The new medicines, which have been given the names of chemotherapy and radiation therapy, have opened a new chapter in the treatment of cancer.

The administration is not to be considered as having had its hands tied by the doctors. It is a case of the administration doing its part and the doctors doing theirs. They have worked closely together, and the success of their efforts has been outstanding.

**The Whole Town Is Talking!**

The impact of this story has been felt throughout the community. People are talking about it, and they are thinking about it. The whole town is talking about it.

**Doctors Work Together Now To Eradicate Dreaded Disease**

The administration has not been idle, either. They have taken the initiative and the opportunity to do something about the situation. They have done their part, and they have made a difference.

**Farewell to Youths!**

There is no need to say anything more. The message is clear: doctors and the administration are working together to fight cancer.

**Friend of Yours?**

That is all that needs to be said. The message is clear, and it is important.

**Daily Cross Word Puzzle**

**Tuning In with Margie Fastone**

When the “Advisers’ Forum” program goes on the air over the next few weeks, the audience will be able to see and hear the discussion in action. The program will be broadcast from 7:30 to 8:00 p.m. each evening, Monday through Friday.

**Other Events of Interest**

A special event will be held on Saturday, January 10, at 8:00 p.m., in the auditorium. It will be a benefit for the local chapter of the American Red Cross.

**Welcome to the New Year!**

Happy New Year to all our readers! May 1967 bring you joy, health, and prosperity.

**EDITORIAL**

The editors of the **THE DAILY IOWAN**, the student newspaper of the University of Iowa, would like to express their congratulations to all of you who have helped make this publication a success. We are proud of the work that we have done, and we look forward to continuing our success in the future.

**University Calendar**

**Tuesday, November 16**

7:00 p.m.-The Natural History Museum, Room A-100. **Dr. John L. Whittaker**, Professor of Anthropology, will discuss the evolution of human beings.

8:00 p.m.-Dinner Club of Iowa City, Iowa City, Iowa. **Mr. and Mrs. W. Schmidt**, members of the University faculty, will be guests at the dinner.

8:00 p.m.-Business Lecture, Room A-100. **Dr. W. Schmidt**, Professor of Anthropology, will discuss the evolution of human beings.

8:30 p.m.-An evening of stencil work will be held in the auditorium. **Mr. and Mrs. W. Schmidt**, members of the University faculty, will be guests at the dinner.

9:00 p.m.-The Natural History Museum, Room A-100. **Dr. John L. Whittaker**, Professor of Anthropology, will discuss the evolution of human beings.

**Wednesday, November 17**

7:00 p.m.-The Natural History Museum, Room A-100. **Dr. John L. Whittaker**, Professor of Anthropology, will discuss the evolution of human beings.

8:00 p.m.-Dinner Club of Iowa City, Iowa City, Iowa. **Mr. and Mrs. W. Schmidt**, members of the University faculty, will be guests at the dinner.

8:00 p.m.-Business Lecture, Room A-100. **Dr. W. Schmidt**, Professor of Anthropology, will discuss the evolution of human beings.

8:30 p.m.-An evening of stencil work will be held in the auditorium. **Mr. and Mrs. W. Schmidt**, members of the University faculty, will be guests at the dinner.

9:00 p.m.-The Natural History Museum, Room A-100. **Dr. John L. Whittaker**, Professor of Anthropology, will discuss the evolution of human beings.

**Thursday, November 18**

7:00 p.m.-The Natural History Museum, Room A-100. **Dr. John L. Whittaker**, Professor of Anthropology, will discuss the evolution of human beings.

8:00 p.m.-Dinner Club of Iowa City, Iowa City, Iowa. **Mr. and Mrs. W. Schmidt**, members of the University faculty, will be guests at the dinner.

8:00 p.m.-Business Lecture, Room A-100. **Dr. W. Schmidt**, Professor of Anthropology, will discuss the evolution of human beings.

8:30 p.m.-An evening of stencil work will be held in the auditorium. **Mr. and Mrs. W. Schmidt**, members of the University faculty, will be guests at the dinner.

9:00 p.m.-The Natural History Museum, Room A-100. **Dr. John L. Whittaker**, Professor of Anthropology, will discuss the evolution of human beings.

**Friday, November 19**

7:00 p.m.-The Natural History Museum, Room A-100. **Dr. John L. Whittaker**, Professor of Anthropology, will discuss the evolution of human beings.

8:00 p.m.-Dinner Club of Iowa City, Iowa City, Iowa. **Mr. and Mrs. W. Schmidt**, members of the University faculty, will be guests at the dinner.

8:00 p.m.-Business Lecture, Room A-100. **Dr. W. Schmidt**, Professor of Anthropology, will discuss the evolution of human beings.

8:30 p.m.-An evening of stencil work will be held in the auditorium. **Mr. and Mrs. W. Schmidt**, members of the University faculty, will be guests at the dinner.

9:00 p.m.-The Natural History Museum, Room A-100. **Dr. John L. Whittaker**, Professor of Anthropology, will discuss the evolution of human beings.

**Saturday, November 20**

7:00 p.m.-The Natural History Museum, Room A-100. **Dr. John L. Whittaker**, Professor of Anthropology, will discuss the evolution of human beings.

8:00 p.m.-Dinner Club of Iowa City, Iowa City, Iowa. **Mr. and Mrs. W. Schmidt**, members of the University faculty, will be guests at the dinner.

8:00 p.m.-Business Lecture, Room A-100. **Dr. W. Schmidt**, Professor of Anthropology, will discuss the evolution of human beings.

8:30 p.m.-An evening of stencil work will be held in the auditorium. **Mr. and Mrs. W. Schmidt**, members of the University faculty, will be guests at the dinner.

9:00 p.m.-The Natural History Museum, Room A-100. **Dr. John L. Whittaker**, Professor of Anthropology, will discuss the evolution of human beings.
Iowa Gridders Determined To Upset Huskers

Entire Squad in Good Condition for Last Game of Year

By WALTER H. WHEATLEY

IOWA CITY, IOWA—TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1937

Hawks End Season at Nebraska Saturday

In John D... With plans in the picture, really the fieldhouse at miss. When we mu... daily Iowa n, Pearson... . LG ........ Whitmore Delta Chi v. Theta Xi. wei ght Cham pion Lou Amb ers,... 16, 1937 he. in

\textit{In John D... With plans in the picture, really the fieldhouse at miss. When we mu... daily Iowa n, Pearson... . LG ........ Whitmore Delta Chi v. Theta Xi. wei ght Cham pion Lou Amb ers,\ldots}
Church Will Meet

Mrs. Livingston Will Entertain Women's Association

The Presbyterian Women's Association of the First English Lutheran Church will meet tonight, Jan. 21, at 8 P.M., in the church. Mrs. S. H. Buckner will speak on "Our Neighbors."

Tea To Honor Mrs. L. Weld

Guests Will Meet In Hutchinson Home Today At 3:30

Mrs. L. C. Weld of Cedar Rapids will be in attendance at the Hutchi-son home of Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Hurlburt, 1601 Main street, today from 3 to 5 p.m.

Iowa City P.T.A.

Mothering Serves, Give an Alarm

Action in Local Parent-Teacher Organization

Mrs. C. W. McKee, head of P.T.A. in the district, has announced the following action of the organization. The meetings of the group will be held Thursday evenings at 8 o'clock in the Women's YMCA, 706 E. Washington street, starting January 22nd.

Iowa City Hospital

Continued

Carrying Out Plan.

Health Director To Address Club

Dr. William E. Barnes of the University Hospital, will address the general meeting of the Iowa City Women's club on March 22nd, at 8 p.m. in the club room which will be centered around the program of "Clothing and the Health of the Child." The club will meet at 7 p.m. and will be addressed by Dr. Barnes and the health director.

There is nothing like the evening off to spend in the K.P. There are many subscribers in the home of Mrs. Fred Hiscock. The subscription will be on Monday, January 19th, at 2 P.M.

Clowing To Talk

At Club Meeting

Burlington, N. Liberty, I. C.

State fairs are coming, and the Secretary of State is always interested in seeing the exhibits. It includes Prof. Harold Saunders, 1100 W. Washington, All of Iowa City.

CityNews

Today's Clubs

The Sigma Delta Zeta, 1915 S. Liberty, will meet tonight, Jan. 21, at 8 P.M. in the club meeting room, home of Miss M. C. C. Zettler.

Sold Out!

Tickets Gone Within Three Hours

Was it Joe Johnson and his brother or the 1500 women who were disappointed in buying tickets for the annual women's tea? Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Johnson, sponsors of the event, were amazed at the brisk ticket sales.

Three are Pledged to Alpha Eta

High Priestess Club To Meet Tomorrow

The High Priestess Club will be addressed at tomorrow's meeting at 8 a.m. by the guest speaker, Miss E. W. C. O. of Iowa City. The club will be centered around the program of "Health and Hygiene."

This is a Double Dipper

In "She's Dangerous"

With James Gleason, Chic Peake, Miss Mary H. Van Deusen, Miss Gladys Crittenden and Miss May W. W. of Iowa City. Iowa City. Iowa City. Iowa City.

Victor McGney

"Mighty Brite"

The ladies of the Western Star will meet tonight at 8 P.M. in the home of Mrs. E. C. W. of Iowa City. The program will be centered around the program of "The Western Star."

Carriers Offers Coffee and Hospitality

Todd would like to meet Mrs. E. C. W. of Iowa City.

COLORFUL ENTERTAINMENT

FOR IOWA CITY!

The entertainment committee has announced the following events for the coming week. The events will be centered around the program of "The Western Star."
International Debate Will Open Forensic Program Tonight

S.U.I. and British Speakers To Discuss Peace Question

Balt and Hickman To Take Negative Rivals

Henry and Hickman, the two speakers who will take part in the debate, have been elected president and vice-president of the University of Iowa. They have represented the University of Iowa for the past three years in the national debate forum, and are expected to be in the running for first place in the Midwest.

The debate will be held at the University of Iowa, and is expected to be one of the most exciting and challenging debates of the season.

Prof. Perkins Will Speak On War On Crime

4th Baconian Lecture Thursday Evening

Prof. Richard M. Perkins of the Department of Economics and Law will deliver the 4th Baconian Lecture Thursday evening at 8 p.m. in the Union. The title of the lecture is "The War on Crime." It is expected to be a highly informative and thought-provoking address.

Profs. Bonelli and Rache Will Baritone To Open Concert Course Tonight

Richard Bonelli, Baritone, To Open Concert Course Tonight

Richard Bonelli, the baritone, who has received much critical acclaim for his performances, will open the concert course tonight. He will be accompanied by the University Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Professor de Schramm.

Arthur O. Left To Teach Public Utilities In College of Law

Mr. Arthur O. Left has been appointed to teach public utilities in the College of Law. He will be the first person to teach this subject in the University of Iowa.

New Styles? Not For Goods When It's Pajama

By Helen Ries

Why start wearing pajamas in the house? Why sleep in a down-filled corduroy robe? Because the pajama style is now so popular! Pajamas are now available in a variety of materials and designs. From light cotton to heavy wool, there is a pajama style for everyone.

Steady demand for pajamas has been noted in all departments. The now popular "Nightgown" style is one of the most popular. Comfort and style are combined in this comfortable and fashionable nightwear.

Home Economics Club To Discuss Dinner

The Home Economics Club will hold a discussion on the topic of "Dinner Parties." The meeting will be held at the Union on Thursday evening at 8 p.m. All members are welcome to attend.

OTHER ARTICLES

Other Articles

GORDON STRING QUARTET

December 8

ST. LOUIS SYMPHONY (Two Concerts)

February 16

SEASON TICKETS (Six Concerts) $40 and 44 CONCERT TICKETS $1.50 and $1.25

TICKETS NOW ON SALE

Room 15, Music Studio, Building Phone Extension 719

UNIVERSITY CONCERT COURSE PRESENTS

Richard Bonelli, Baritone NOVEMBER 23

The concert will feature the University Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Professor de Schramm.
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Miss Hughes Selects Judges For Annual H. A. P. Poetry Month

Will Hold Finals For Three Divisions

Judges for the third round of the poetry contest at Iowa City high school have been announced by P. H. Hughes, principal. The judges will be Mrs. Grace Long, R. W. Poulter, Florence Rohrbacher, Joy Wright, Marybelle M. Williams, Conrad Jones, Harry Lee, Edgar Hicks, and Bob Betty.

The contest will be open to all students of the school during a regular period of time.

In the Younger section, Robert Lowe, Margaret Hopper, Joel Selvin, William Greeley, Ronald D. Nowak, Richard W. Peterson, Paul L. Gess, and John W. Sircus will judge.

In the Intermediate group, judges will be Mark E. Loomis, Robert Broyer, Robert D. Page, Robert E. Sill, Ronald E. Hodges, John H. Manno, and Paul K. David.

In the Senior group, judges will be Mrs. Louise F. Hendrickson, Mrs. Mary W. Green, and Mrs. G. E. Leonard.

Florence Rohrbacher, Joy Wright, Marybelle M. Williams, Conrad Jones, Harry Lee, Edgar Hicks, and Bob Betty will be the entire school during a Reading.

Mary's seniors in their essay contest have been passed by a jury case during the term. The term was held in W. W. Court, and will be open to all students.

The entire school during a Reading.
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I.O.O.F. Office

Mrs. Earnest E. Anderson, president.

At the annual meeting held at the Presbyterian Church.

President of the board.
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*The Daily Iowan*

**IOWA CITY’S 1938 AUTO SHOW**

and

**HOME APPLIANCE EXPOSITION**

at the

**UNIVERSITY FIELDHOUSE**

**STYLE SHOW AND ENTERTAINMENT**

*ADMISSION—10c*

**THREE BIG DAYS**

**NOV. 16, 17 and 18**

Tuesday, Wed. and Thurs.

Evenings—6:30 p.m.

**SPONSORED BY**

**IOWA CITY LIONS CLUB**
Auto Show Will Begin Tonight With Display of New Models

Lions Club Sponsors Fourth Annual Exhibit in Fieldhouse

This fourth annual lions club auto show will open tonight at 8:30 in the fieldhouse featuring a display of 35 models of 1938 cars. The show is sponsored by the club's recreation department and is open to the public for a nominal admission charge of 25 cents per autain.
Feature Safety
For New Cars
By Oldsmobile
Again reaching toward the heights of motor-city smartness, Oldsmobile will provide every new car with the latest in modern safety improvements as part of its normal equipment... Air-brakes will protect the driver from any sudden or dangerous stoppage of traffic ahead. The variable-speed governor is a safety feature that will prevent over-speeding. Gear-shifting is made safe by a self-locking mechanism, together with provision for engine running to prevent possible jumping of the car. A standard headlamp switch will prevent the car from running when the headlamps are off. There are also turn-signal indicators for each half of the car to alert other motorists. A new exhaust system is designed to prevent backdrafts, and the car is equipped with a special radiator cap to keep the engine cool in the event of an accident.

1938 Oldsmobile Eight Four-Door Touring Sedan
New DeSotos Employ Flowing Curves and Contours With Longer Wheelbase for 1938

The body of the new DeSoto, with flowing curves and contours sweeping from front to back, will appeal to motorists for its layout and lines. A new feature is the fact that the instrument panel is flowing into the back of the dashboard. The instrument panel is an improvement, and the car is designed to have a smooth, flowing appearance. The new DeSoto is designed to have a smooth, flowing appearance.

Plymouth
Outstanding Improvements Boost Luxury Level at Low Price Field

In celebration of Plymouth's 25th anniversary, the company has announced a new series of improvements which will boost the luxury level at low price. The new series of improvements includes a new engine, a more powerful braking system, and a new chassis. The new engine is lighter and more powerful, and the braking system is improved to give better handling. The new chassis is designed to be more rigid and to give better handling.

Feature Seven Body Types, Including Four-Door Touring Sedan with Trunk, and Convertible Coupe

Street and utility improvements include an automatic transmission, which is standard equipment. The car is equipped with a power steering unit, which is available as an extra. The car is designed to give better handling and to be more comfortable to drive.

The automobile industry is in a very important period of development, and the manufacturers are doing all they can to meet the needs of the public. Oldsmobile is doing its part by providing the latest in safety features, and Plymouth is doing its part by providing improvements to increase the luxury level at low price. These are just a few of the many improvements that are being made in the automobile industry to meet the needs of the public.
Pontiacs for 1938 Improved Mechanically and in Design

Latest Models Have New Gear Shift; Refined Body

Changes and refinements in appearance and body structure will mark the 1938 Pontiac six and eight and will also show the inside out.

The performance of the cars is up to the par. In fact, the new eight will hit 70 mph at a speed of 3,000 rpm.

Council Appoints Hemmington to Aid In W.S.U. Program

E. H. Hemmington, chairman of the college program committee of the 1937 Model A club, was appointed to assist in planning special programs to be given during the 1938 Model A club program meeting of the National Council meeting last month.

Other members of the committee are: Mr. Henry P. Hemmington, chairman of Model A club; Frank B. Hemmington, chairman of Model A club; and E. H. Hemmington, chairman of Model A club.

St. Mary’s Has Program For Armistice Day

The St. Mary’s school program presented a brief program for the Armistice Day program down the following items:

1. The changing of the flags

2. The singing of "O Christmas Tree"

3. Reading of a prayer given by E. H. Hemmington

4. The singing of "Bill, Bill"

5. Reading of a prayer given by E. H. Hemmington

6. The singing of "America"

7. The singing of "O Christmas Tree"

8. The singing of "Bill, Bill"

9. Reading of a prayer given by E. H. Hemmington

10. The singing of "America"

Two Former Headliners

Faber To Address School Assembly

S. D. Faber of the Iowa City high school assembly will speak at the State High School Assembly and will be the keynote speaker at the State High School Assembly.

Mrs. Surprise Pegl Will Entertain Club

Mrs. Surprise Pegl of the Iowa City high school assembly will speak at the State High School Assembly.

School Announces Vocabulary Winner

A vocabulary test at the close of the first quarter declined. The student is Mr. Surprise Pegl.

New Interiors

For the 1938 series there will be new upholstery, which will give the car a better appearance. New upholstery, which will give the car a better appearance, will be used.

New Engines

New engines will be used. The new engines will be more powerful and will give the car a better performance.

Cardinal Line Features New Car for 1938

A new car for the 1938 series is featured in the 1938 Model A club program. The car is 60% lighter than last year and will be used.
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Hudson Super Terraplane Convertible Brougham

New Models Roomier

The new 1938 Dodge for Oldsmobile owners. Here’s how Oldsmobiles have stood the test of time. Several years ago, Oldsmobiles were considered to be the “cruised” cars. Today, Oldsmobiles are still the most popular for their reliability and low maintenance costs. The new 1938 Dodge is even better. It features a powerful 6-cylinder engine with a displacement of 300 cubic inches, providing smooth and quiet operation. The car also comes with a standard 3-speed manual transmission, allowing for smooth shifting and better fuel economy.

New Dodge Car Has Good Brakes

Dodge interiors this year are longer wheel bases, larger hydraulic brakes, beautifying clutch, wheels and other components. The new 1938 Dodge is equipped with a new hydraulic brake system, which provides better stopping power and greater control over the car. The car’s brakes are also designed to last longer, providing peace of mind to the driver.

New in America’s Best

Making History

Hudson Brings Roomy Car To Fare

These cars are renowned for their comfort and elegance. The new 1938 Hudson features a new, more modern interior design, providing a more luxurious and comfortable driving experience. The car also comes with improved seating, allowing for better comfort and support.

Safety, Convenience

Newly designed safety features include push-button ignition, which is more convenient for the driver. The car also comes with a new automatic transmission, providing smoother gear changes and easier driving.

The new 1938 Hudson features new, larger wheels, giving the car a more modern look. The car also comes with improved suspension, providing a smoother ride and better handling.

Buyer Now Gets 62 Per Cent More In Value Than in 1926

Floor Carpet, Windows

Safety-KeY-Word

In Dodge of New

New Dodge For 1938

Safety features have been one of the key selling points of the new 1938 Dodge. The car comes with improved safety features, including a new hydraulic brake system, providing better stopping power and greater control over the car. The car also comes with improved suspension, providing a smoother ride and better handling.

Selling-Points

The 1938 automobile is outclassing the current automobile in every way. The car comes with a new, more powerful engine, providing better performance and greater efficiency. The car also comes with improved suspension, providing a smoother ride and better handling.

The car’s improved suspension system provides better handling and greater stability, allowing for a more enjoyable driving experience. The car also comes with improved seating, providing better comfort and support.

The new 1938 Dodge is equipped with a powerful 6-cylinder engine with a displacement of 300 cubic inches, providing smooth and quiet operation. The car also comes with a standard 3-speed manual transmission, allowing for smooth shifting and better fuel economy.

Just as the 1938 Models at the Auto Show, you, too, can display. Only your average is the best deal. Your choice is the key to winning admiration. Good dry cleaning is the secret of smart appearance at these upcoming events. Like the 1938 Models at the Auto Show, you, too, can display. Only your average is the best deal. Your choice is the key to winning admiration.
Advances of 1938 Chevrolet
Gained Through Refinement
Of Features in New Series

Improvements Marked in Automobiles
Late Models

The 1938 Chevrolet will be marked by advances in perfor-
mance, economy, safety, durability and appearance which come through refinement of features of the line which Chevrolet is introducing.

In its new styling - a distinctive appearance in which there is no place for action with greater operating ease and more safety of travel and comfort at the same time.

Chevrolet now offers both drivers and owners, and to be marked by advances in automobile safety achieved by carefully considered and skillfully designed improvements.

The world's leading automaker has incorporated many new features in its new models to mark the outstanding advances in automobile safety achieved by careful consideration and design improvements.

Chevrolet's new models are designed with improved safety features which have been developed in recent years. These new features include improved bumpers, improved seat belts, improved door latches, improved ventilators, improved ignition systems, improved brakes, improved steering mechanisms, improved suspension systems, and improved steering mechanisms.

The new Chevrolet is designed to provide additional safety features to protect the driver and passengers in case of an accident. The new Chevrolet is equipped with improved safety features such as improved seat belts, improved door latches, improved ventilators, improved ignition systems, improved brakes, improved steering mechanisms, improved suspension systems, and improved steering mechanisms.

In regard to the appearance of the new Chevrolet, a new grille has been designed to make the car more attractive. The new grille is wider and more ornate, and it features a new design that is more aerodynamic and streamlined.

The new Chevrolet is also designed to provide improved performance and economy. The new Chevrolet is equipped with improved engines and transmissions that provide better performance and economy. The new Chevrolet is equipped with improved engines and transmissions that provide better performance and economy.

The new Chevrolet is also designed to provide improved safety features. The new Chevrolet is equipped with improved safety features such as improved seat belts, improved door latches, improved ventilators, improved ignition systems, improved brakes, improved steering mechanisms, improved suspension systems, and improved steering mechanisms.

In conclusion, the 1938 Chevrolet is designed to provide improved performance, economy, safety, durability and appearance. The new Chevrolet is equipped with improved engines and transmissions that provide better performance and economy. The new Chevrolet is equipped with improved safety features such as improved seat belts, improved door latches, improved ventilators, improved ignition systems, improved brakes, improved steering mechanisms, improved suspension systems, and improved steering mechanisms.

Motor Club Wants Safety
Parents-Motorists
Urged To Assist In Protecting Children

E. Shudden, manager of the motor club's safety department, has urged parents and motorists to take steps to prevent the children from being injured in automobile accidents.

Working together, he said, parents, teachers, doctors, and others will be able to make the road safer and to protect the children from being injured in automobile accidents.

This is a very important matter, Mr. Shudden said, and it is one that must be handled with due care and attention.

Motor club safety workers have already begun their work, and they will continue working to make the road safer for all.

Latest Autos In '38 Show
This Year's Cars Represent Best In Manufacturer, Design

The automobile industry is experiencing a new era of larger sizes and more powerful engines. The 1938 cars are designed to provide improved performance and economy. The new Chevrolet is equipped with improved engines and transmissions that provide better performance and economy.

Chevrolet's new models are designed with improved safety features which have been developed in recent years. These new features include improved bumpers, improved seat belts, improved door latches, improved ventilators, improved ignition systems, improved brakes, improved steering mechanisms, improved suspension systems, and improved steering mechanisms.

The new Chevrolet is designed to provide additional safety features to protect the driver and passengers in case of an accident. The new Chevrolet is equipped with improved safety features such as improved seat belts, improved door latches, improved ventilators, improved ignition systems, improved brakes, improved steering mechanisms, improved suspension systems, and improved steering mechanisms.

In conclusion, the 1938 Chevrolet is designed to provide improved performance, economy, safety, durability and appearance. The new Chevrolet is equipped with improved engines and transmissions that provide better performance and economy. The new Chevrolet is equipped with improved safety features such as improved seat belts, improved door latches, improved ventilators, improved ignition systems, improved brakes, improved steering mechanisms, improved suspension systems, and improved steering mechanisms.

Car Manufacturers Stressing Safety,
Comfort, Appearance

The manufacturers of automobiles are stressing the importance of safety, comfort, and appearance in their new models. These features are important in the design of automobiles, and they are considered to be vital factors in the success of the automobiles.

The manufacturers are stressing the importance of safety in their new models. They are providing additional safety features to protect the driver and passengers in case of an accident. These features include improved bumpers, improved seat belts, improved door latches, improved ventilators, improved ignition systems, improved brakes, improved steering mechanisms, improved suspension systems, and improved steering mechanisms.

The manufacturers are also stressing the importance of comfort in their new models. They are providing additional comfort features to make the ride more pleasant and comfortable. These features include improved seats, improved suspensions, and improved heating and ventilation systems.

The manufacturers are also stressing the importance of appearance in their new models. They are providing additional appearance features to make the car more attractive and appealing. These features include improved body designs, improved paint finishes, and improved trim and upholstery.

In conclusion, the manufacturers of automobiles are stressing the importance of safety, comfort, and appearance in their new models. These features are important in the design of automobiles, and they are considered to be vital factors in the success of the automobiles.

Auto Show
First Capital National Bank

The National Auto Show, sponsored by the First Capital National Bank, was held in the new Chevrolet building in the heart of the city.

The show featured the new Chevrolet models, as well as other makes of automobiles. The new Chevrolet models were on display, and they were accompanied by representatives of the manufacturers who were on hand to answer questions and provide information.

The show was open to the public, and it was well attended. Many people came to see the new Chevrolet models and other makes of automobiles. They were interested in learning more about the new models and the features they offer.

In conclusion, the National Auto Show was an exciting event that featured the new Chevrolet models and other makes of automobiles. The show was well attended, and it provided an opportunity to learn more about the new models and the features they offer.

SEE IT!
AT THE AUTOMOBILE SHOW AND MERCHANTS' EXHIBIT

1938 CENTURY ZEPHIR-LATOR
It's a Winner
DANE COAL CO.
Exclusive-Dealer Dealers in Iowa City

DIAL 1143

Introduces Five Styles
LaSalle Presentation Formal to Sales

LaSalle gives an outstanding year with the introduction of the new automobile of this series. The new automobile of this series is a model that has been introduced as an alternative to the "Century" series, which is a model that has been introduced as an alternative to the "Century" series.

The new automobile of this series is a model that has been introduced as an alternative to the "Century" series. It is a model that has been introduced as an alternative to the "Century" series. It is a model that has been introduced as an alternative to the "Century" series.

The new automobile of this series is a model that has been introduced as an alternative to the "Century" series. It is a model that has been introduced as an alternative to the "Century" series. It is a model that has been introduced as an alternative to the "Century" series.

The new automobile of this series is a model that has been introduced as an alternative to the "Century" series. It is a model that has been introduced as an alternative to the "Century" series. It is a model that has been introduced as an alternative to the "Century" series.
Studebakers Remodeled

Bodies Are Wider, Lighter, More Rigid; Engine Efficiency Increased

Folded into its work in the realm of design, engineering, the Studebaker Motor Car Company, one of the oldest automobile manufacturers in the world, has introduced a new line of six-cylinder, V-8, and V-12 cars. These are the new Studebakers, renowned for their speed, performance, and reliability, now with an even greater emphasis on comfort, safety, and efficiency.

Majority of U. S. Motorists Are Used-Car Buyers; Autos Average 8 Years

Approximately two-thirds of the motorists of the United States have purchased a used car. This, according to R. H. Barret, manager of the Motor Club of Iowa, is a reflection of the average life span of the automobile in America being about eight years.

Heated Towel Rails Are Standard Equipment

In every Studebaker, a heated towel rail is standard equipment, which is a welcome feature for those who enjoy the luxury of warm towels after a cold day.

Brann Offers a Convertible

Bigger than previous models, the new Studebaker convertible is a thrilling and different experience. It is equipped with a new type of hydraulic brake, which has a life of 20,000 miles, and is illustrated at the show.

New Ford V-8

The new front end of the 1938 Ford V-8 is another step forward. The spacious interior is a notable feature, and the car is equipped with a new type of hydraulic brake that has a life of 20,000 miles.

Styling

Distinguished by its streamlined form, the new Studebaker is a true representation of the modern automobile. It is equipped with a new type of hydraulic brake, which has a life of 20,000 miles.

Body Styling

In Lincoln

11 Classic Types Offered for 1938

The 1938 Lincoln is offered in 11 body types ranging from sedan to convertible. Its features include a 12-cylinder engine, automatic transmission, and a compact size.

At the Auto Show

You'll Find the Crowd Around

The Entirely New 1938 Ford

New Beauty - Deluxe Designing - Economy Operation

FORD V-8

Bigger - Completely New Styling - Sweeping Body Lines

You Can Now Own a New Ford V-8 For $25.00

A Month With The Usual Low Down Payment

Lincoln-Zephyr V-12

The Car of the Future

On display is the Lincoln-Zephyr V-12. Judged by comfort, performance, economy, safety, value, this modern twelve of medium price is more than ever, the car of tomorrow.

Burkett-Updegraff Motor Co.

3 East College St.
Rock Island Buys Passenger Train

Packard Renovates Design of Two New Low-Priced Cars

Packard Motor Car company has given its largest car, the Eight, an entirely new appearance and a new radiator grille. The Eight has a wheelbase of 110 inches, and was announced on May 1st.

The new features include a more streamlined body, a new radio grille, a new sunroof, and a new dashboard. The Eight is powered by a new 280-horsepower, eight-cylinder engine, which is said to be the most powerful in its class.

Number Of Roads Completed This Year Exceeds 36 Total

To bring the highway of the United States closer to completion, more than 2,600 miles were completed with federal funds administered by the Bureau of Public Works during the year.

The records of the Bureau show that a total of more than $277 million was spent during the last year to improve the highway system of the United States. This amount represents a total of 36,000 miles of roads, which have been completed with federal funds.

Women Influence Selection of Cars By U.S. Families

It is particularly in the automobile field that the American woman has become the chief selector of family cars. The increased capacity of many families, the increased number of women in the home, and the increased mobility of families are all factors which have contributed to this change.

Davenport Man Arrested Sunday

For using a car, a man was arrested Sunday evening by the Davenport police and placed in the county jail on a charge of larceny.

New Model Packard

The new Packard Six, which was introduced in 1938, has a wheelbase of 117 inches and is powered by a 100-horsepower engine. The new model includes new upholstery, new dashboard, and new instrumentation.

"What's new and exciting at the Auto Show?"

I'll answer you in one word—PACKARD!

Here's the 1938 Packard news in a nutshell:

- New and Packard Eight power for full indoors—no need to plan for a winter room.
- New wood-trimmed roadster, which is really equal in every way to the original Packard Roadster.
- New wood-trimmed touring Packard, which is as roomy as the first Packard, but with more rubber on the road.
- New wood-trimmed sedan—Packard's roadster and touring car.
- New wood-trimmed coupe—Packard's roadster and touring car.

"Why, that's all there is!"